
 
 
Alaska Scenery & Dynamic Scenery by Ray Poss 
(Turn on Word Wrap) 
 
Flight Simulator 98 add-on scenery! 
 
This scenery includes all airports on the north slope of Alaska and several others. I have 
listed them below and given a description of the dynamic scenery for each airport. 
 
 
Installation: 
 
1.  Unzip akscenery.zip into the FS98\ directory.  This will make 3 folders.  
 
     ALaska\Scenery\FSTexture and should look like this when completed.        
 
                                FS98\ Alaska\Scenery\FSTexture 
     
2.  Move the files in FSTexture to your FS98\Texture directory and then delete the 
FSTexture directory. 
 
3.  Start FS98 and thru the scenery library add the above scenery folder Alaska and make 
it 'local'.   
 
4.  For the action scenery to be visible follow these instructions in FS98; 
 
 a.  Select World 
 b.  Select Dynamic scenery 
 c.  Select Very Dense 
 d.  Check all 4 boxes 
 e.  Select Ok 
 
I hope you enjoy this scenery. It has taken the better part of 1 1/2 years to prepare with as 
much realism as possible. 
 
Anchorage airport has 2 Alaska 747's that taxi from gate and depart on rwy 32. These 2 
aircraft will depart to the NW and then return to the VOR at 5,000 ft and make an ILS 
approach to rwy 06R.  A Singapore 747  departs the ramp and flys an ILS to 06R.  A 
NAC DC6 taxis out to do a maintenance run and returns to the NAC ramp (east end).     
The gates at Anchorage have aircraft marshal personnel that will guide you to the gate. 
(Follow them and they will put your door next to the Jetway.) 



 
Barrow airport has action scenery ie; 2 Alaska 737's flying ILS approaches with 3,000 ft 
outbound from the VOR. A helicopter departing the east end of the field from the Search 
and Rescue hangar where I work & flying around Barrow only to return to the ramp.  A 
fuel truck that travels down the ramp and refuels an aircraft and returns to the hangar. A 
car (Airport manager) that drives to the other end of the airport to the FSS and returns. 
This action is best viewed by selecting the flight (Hangar), when 1st starting FS98. 
 
Fairbanks airport action scenery includes 2 Alaska MD83's departing from the gate and 
returning for an Ils approach to runway 01L. An ERA Dc6 taxi's out for a departure on 
the dirt runway 01R and aborts only to try again.  Two Cessna's in the traffic pattern of 
runway 01R. 
 
Red Dog airport has a static NAC Dc6 with ground vehicles attending and a Nac 727 
departing and making a visual approach only to return to the ramp. 
 
Kotzebue airport has 2 Alaska MD83's flying the ILS, and 2 DC 6's flying wide patterns 
on the other runway. 
 
I will have action at other airport as time permits. 
 
You can select any flight called Final........ and it will put you on final approach in the 
lear45 with all nav aids tuned for that airport. 
 
The airports included are; 
 
Anchorage 
Anaktuvuk Pass 
Atqasuk 
Barrow ( Wiley Post-WIll Rogers) 
Deadhorse 
Fairbanks 
Nuiqsut 
Red Dog Mine 
Wainwright 
  
LEGAL NOTICE! 
 
Change, manipulate as you want but do not make money of them ! 
This scenery is released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Ray Poss. 
 
The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be 
respected. 
 
If you like this scenery drop me a line. 
Enjoy ! 
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